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Three-dimensional, spherical models of mantle convection in the earth reveal that upwelling cylindrical plumes
and downwelling planar sheets are the primary features of
mantle circulation. Thus, subduction zones and descending sheetlike slabs in the mantle are fundamental characteristics of thermal convection in a spherical shell and are
not merely the consequences of the rigidity of the slabs,
which are cooler than the surrounding mantle. Cylindrical mantle plumes that cause hotspots such as Hawaii are
probably the only form of active upwelling and are
therefore not just secondary convective currents separate
from the large-scale mantle circulation. Active sheetlike
upwellings that could be associated with mid-ocean ridges
did not develop in the model simulations, a result that is
in agreement with evidence suggesting that ridges are
passive phenomena resulting from the tearing of surface
plates by the pull of descending slabs.

VER TIME SCALES OF MILLIONS OF YEARS AND LONGER,

O

the earth's mantle behaves like a fluid. As the earth cools,
the mantle fluid removes heat from the deep interior by the
transport of mass, that is, by thermal convection. Mantle convection
is generally accepted as the engine of plate tectonics (1) in that the
rigid plates on the surface of the earth, whose relative motions create
mountains, volcanoes, and earthquakes, are believed to be an
integral part of the convective system and the surface expression of
mantle convection. Accordingly, major plate tectonic features such
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as the oceanic trenches or subduction zones (regions of convergence
overlying cold downwelling currents), mid-ocean ridges (spreading
regions delineating upwelling), and hotspots (areas with anomalously high volcanism and heat flow indicating upwelling) are
thought to reveal something of the nature of the underlying mantle
circulation.
Two-dimensional models of mantle circulation, although useful
for exploring the vertical structure and heat flow characteristicsof
convection (1, 2), cannot be used to address some of the major
features of tectonics and convection, namely the horizontal geometry of the trenches, ridges, and hotspots. Studies of three-dimensional convection in a plane layer have indicated that various horizontal
convective patterns involving both upwelling and downwelling
plumes and sheets are possible (3, 4). However, the thickness of the
earth's mantle is nearly half the radius of the entire planet, suggesting that spherical geometry should be used to obtain representative
results. Studies of three-dimensional convection in a spherical
geometry have focused on a shell that is entirely heated at its base
(5-7), even though the earth's mantle has a large amount of internal
heating from the decay of radioactive isotopes and secular cooling
(8). We have used numerical models to examine the combined
effects of various heating modes and spherical geometry on the
three-dimensional structure of convection. We find that several
aspects of mantle convection and plate tectonics are basic features of
three-dimensional convective flow in a spherical shell.
Numerical models. The numerical models solve the threedimensional fluid dynamical equations of mass, momentum, and
energy conservation in a spherical shell having a ratio of inner to
outer radii typical of the earth'swhole mantle (approximately0.55).
(We do not address the issue of whole-layer versus two-layer
convection; rather, we assume that whole-mantle convection is
occurring.) The top and bottom boundaries of the shell are assumed
to be impermeable and free slip because the earth's surface (with
mobile plates) and the core-mantle boundary (with an underlying
liquid core) are essentially surfacesof zero shear stress. The mantle is
SCIENCE, VOL. 244

a highly viscous fluid (with a dynamicviscosityof approximately possibleconditionsin the mantle,from a shell entirelyheatedfrom
1021 Pals), thus the effectsof accelerationand the earth'srotation below to one that is only internallyheated. The internal heat
can be neglected.We have assumedthat the mantleis compressible generationsuppliesconstantpower output per unit mass.
The equationsof motion and energywere solvedwith a spectralandthatthe densityincreases60 percentfromthe top of the mantle
methodin time.In
to the bottom. Therefore,the effects of viscous dissipationand transformmethodin spaceanda finite-difference
method, both truncatedseriesof orthonoradiabaticheatingfrom compressionand expansionare includedin the spectral-transform
the model. The effects of sound waves, which propagatemany mal globalfunctions(sphericalharmonicsfor latitudinaland longiordersof magnitudefasterthanthe fluidvelocity,areremovedwith tudinaldependenceand Chebyshevpolynomialsfor radialdepenthe anelasticapproximationfor the equationof mass conservation dence) and a numericalgrid were used to representdependent
increases variables(6, 9).
(6, 9). The bulk modulus(or adiabaticincompressibility)
linearlywith pressurein the model as prescribedby the Murnaghan The spatial accuracyof a numericalsolution depends on the
equation (10); this increasecorrespondsapproximatelywith bulk energyspectrumof its spectralrepresentation:a negligibleamount
modulusvariationsin the earth'smantle.Thus, the pressureand of energynear the truncation(that is, smallest)wavelengthsindidensityprofilesfor the hydrostatic,adiabaticreststateof the model catesthat the truncationerroris negligibleand that the representaarein good agreementwith those derivedfromsphericallysymmetric seismicmodelsof the earth(11). As is approximately
truein the
earth'smantle, the GrUneisenparameter(which relatesadiabatic
changesin temperaturewith changesin density)is assumedto be
constant and equal to 1. Heat capacity is also assumedto be
constant.Gravityis suppliedby self-gravitationof the shell and a
centralgravityfield from a homogeneous inner-lyingcore. This
approachyields an accelerationof gravity in the model that is
roughly constant in depth, in agreementwith the seismically
determinedvariationsof gravityin the earth'smantle.
Othermaterialparametersnot prescribedby the equationof state
for the adiabaticrest state are assumed to be constant. Thus,
dynamicviscosityandthermalconductivityareconstantthroughout
the shell.At the temperaturesand pressuresof the earth'sinterior,
viscosityis dependenton pressure,temperature,and stress (thus,
thereis a nonlinearconstitutiverelationbetweenstressand strain)
(12). However,utilizationof sucha rheologyin a three-dimensional
modelof convectionis exceedinglycomplicated.As a firstapproximation, we employ a homogeneous Newtonian rheology and
discussthe possibleeffectsof morerealisticrheologies.
qualitatively
The earth'smantleis heatedfrombelow by the hotterunderlying
core and internallyby both the decay of radionuclides(uranium,
thorium,potassium)and secularcooling. Thermalhistorymodels
(8) imply that the mantle is 70 to 80 percent internallyheated.
of
However,recentstudiesof the high-pressuremeltingtemperature
iron (13) indicatethat the temperatureat the core-mantleboundary
is considerably
higherthanwas previouslyassumedandthata larger
contributionof heatmaycome fromthe core.Giventhe uncertainty
in the modeof heatingthe earth'smantle,we havemadecalculations
for three differenttypes of heating that cover the fill range of
Fig. 1. Representative results for case A, in which the shell is entirely heated
from below. (A) Contours of radialvelocity w on a spherical surface midway
through the spherical shell. The image is in an equal area projection. Colors
represent equal intervals of velocity. Red contours are for w in the range
IwI , 2 w > IwImax/2; yellow is for IwImax/2 2 w > 0; greenis for w = 0;

lightblueis for 0 2

w>

-

Iwlmax/2; blueis for - IWImax/2

W > -WImax.

Dark blue colors do not appear on this frame because IwImaxoccurs in the
upwelling regions and the maximum downwelling velocity is < IWlmax/2.
Hence, downwelling is noticeably less vigorous than upwelling. (B) Contours of constant entropy in a cross section of the spherical shell along a plane
of constant longitude. Entropy is used in compressible flow to show the
advection of the thermal field by the convective currents (35). Red contours
are for nondimensional values of entropy s in the "hoe' range 1 ?s>3A4,
where s = (S - Smin)/(Smax - Smin),S is the dimensional value of entropy;
yellow is for the "warm"range 3/4 2 s > '/2; cyan is for the "cool" range 1/2 2?5
> ?4; blue is for the "cold" range 1/?2 s 2 0. (C) Three-dimensional surfaces
of constant entropy. These surfaces are essentially single contours of constant
entropy as in B extended out into three dimensions. The value of the
isentrope shown on the figure corresponds to the nondimensional entropy s.
The protrusions on the hotter (yellow) isentrope are cylindrical upwellings,
whereas the canyons on the cold isentrope (blue) show the sheet-like
downwellings.
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tion is accurate. The energy spectra of the spherical harmonic series
for the solutions in our model decrease by at least four orders of
magnitude from the largest wavelength to the smallest (that is, the
terms of the series near truncation have at most 0.01 percent of the
largest spectral energy, which is usually contained in or near the first
term of the series). The energy spectra of the Chebyshev series for
the solutions decrease by at least five orders of magnitude from the

Fig. 2. Representative results for case B, in which the spherical shell is
entirely internally heated. (A) Contours of radial velocity, as described in
Fig. 1. Red contours do not appear in this frame because the maximum
downwelling velocity is at least twice as fast as the maximum upwelling
velocity. (B) Contours of constant entropy, as described in Fig. 1. (C) Threedimensional surface of constant entropy. Because upwelling is present as a
weak background flow, even the hot isentrope shown displays only the long
linear canyons that delineate the downwelling sheets.
952

largest to the smallest wavelengths. Therefore, the numerical solutions are well resolved (14).
The accuracy and stability of the time integration are monitored
by the Courant condition, which requires that the time step cannot
exceed the minimum time needed for any fluid particle to travel
between two points on the numerical grid. The numerical code has
been tested successfully against another independently developed
code; this comparison establishes that the numerical method is
accurate (7).
Three cases are considered, all having the same adiabatic, static
state. Calculations are initiated with random velocity, entropy, and
pressure perturbations to this rest state (15). In case A, heating is
entirely from below, and the boundaries are isothermal. In case B,
heating is entirely internal, and the lower boundary is insulated
while the upper boundary is isothermal. In case C, heating is both
internal and from below, and the boundaries are isothermal. The
proportion of heating that is from below is equal to the total heat
entering the shell through its base divided by the total heat exiting
the shell through its top. In case C, half of the heat comes from
below.
The model calculations were carried out at a Rayleigh number Ra
lOORacr,where Ra is a nondimensional measure of convective
vigor and Racr is the critical Rayleigh number for the onset of
convection. This Ra is approximately one order of magnitude below
the range of Rayleigh numbers for the earth'swhole mantle (1). The
convective vigor of the earth's mantle is not satisfactorily resolvable
with our numerical models because of present-day limitations on
computer memory. Higher Rayleigh numbers may lead to quantitative differences in the solutions. However, laboratory experiments
with three-dimensional plane-layer convection (4) show that the
qualitative nature of the convective patterns (that is, the structure
and geometry of upwelling and downwelling regions)-and even
the convective patterns themselves-do not change significantly as
the Rayleigh number increases from -1OORacrto -40ORacr (16).
Moreover, in earlierwork with this numerical code for purely basally
heated convection (6), solutions for Ra
lOOORacr(although less
lOORacr)have convective
spatially resolved than those with Ra
patterns similar to those in case A. Therefore, we expect that the
qualitative forms of convection that characterize our solutions are
relevant to the style of convection in the earth's mantle.
Three-dimensional structure of convection. In all of the simulations that we have made for case A, in which the shell is entirely
heated from below, the convective pattern is dominated by large
cylindricalupwelling plumes surrounded by a network of downwelling sheets (Fig. 1, A and C); this pattern is characteristic of
convection for a spherical shell heated from below (7). The maximum velocity in the upwelling regions was always greater than that
in the regions of downwelling. Even though the whole convective
pattern drifts and the number of upwelling plumes diminishes with
time (through fusion of plumes at their bases), the sheetlike
downwellings and cylindrical upwellings steadily persisted throughout all calculations. The thicknesses of the downwelling sheets were
typically 1000 km. The thicknesses of upwelling and downwelling
currents, which are determined by the thicknesses of the thermal
boundary layers, will be smaller for the larger Rayleigh numbers that
are more representative of the real mantle.
The upwelling plumes emanated from the thermal boundary layer
at the base of the shell and maintained a concentrated thermal
anomaly while traversingthe shell (Fig. lB). In contrast, the thermal

gradientsacrossthe downwellingsheetswere not as largeas across
the upwellingregions.The differencein the thermalanomaliesand
velocitiesof the upwellinganddownwellingregionsis a resultof the
inherentsphericalgeometryin thatthe bottomboundaryof the shell
has less surfaceareathan the top boundary.Becausethe net heat
SCIENCE, VOL. 244

flow (whichis proportionalto surfacearea)into the shell must on
averageequal the net heat flow out of the shell, and becausethe
upperand lower boundarylayersare of comparablethickness,the
temperaturedrop across the bottom thermal boundarylayer is
greaterthanthe temperaturedrop acrossthe upperone. Thus, fluid
risingfrom the baseof the shell has a greaterthermalanomalyand
hencea largerbuoyancyanomalythanthe fluidsinkingfromthe top
of the shell.
In the simulationsof case B, in which the shell is entirelyheated
fromwithin, the horizontalconvectivepatternhas both cylindrical
andlong sheetlikedownwellingsandbroadregionsof weakupwelling (Fig. 2, A and C). The cylindricaldownwellingsweretransient,
whereasthe downwelling sheets had great horizontalextent and
were long-lived,usuallypersistingfor the entire simulation.The
downwelling sheets in case B were also segmented instead of
interconnectedas in case A. The presenceof durabledownwelling
sheetsin the basallyheatedmodelsoccursbecausethe sheetsarethe
returnflow to the cylindricalupwellingsand must thereforeform a
cylindricalwall around the plumes. The formationof persistent
descendingsheets in the case of internallyheated convectionwas
unexpected.Because the sheets do not form in responseto any
upwellingplumes,they are essentiallyself-organizingstructures.
In contrastto caseA, the largestvelocitiesandthermalanomalies
in case B occurredin the downwellingregions ratherthan in the
upwellingregions(Fig. 2, A and B). This differenceoccursbecause
thereis no thermalboundarylayeralongthe baseof the shellin case
B (as it is insulated), thus the largest thermal and buoyancy
anomaliesoccurin the upperboundarylayer.
In the simulationsof case C, in which the shell is half internally
andhalfbasallyheated,the convectivepatterncloselyresembledthat
of caseA; upwellingoccurredas cylindricalplumesembeddedin a
networkof downwellingsheets (Fig. 3, A and C). However, the
downwellingregions were more intense (that is, they had larger
velocitiesand thermalanomalies)than in caseA (Fig. 3, A and B).
The boundarylayersat the top and bottom of the shell with both
internaland basalheatinghadcomparabletemperaturedrops;thus,
the thermaland buoyancyanomaliesof the upwellingand downwellingregionswere of approximatelyequalmagnitude.
More upwellingplumeswere presentin case C than in case A,
possiblybecausethe strongerdownwellingin case C inhibitedthe
coalescenceof upwelling plumes. Case C appearsto infuse the
intensityof the downwellingsheetsfromcaseB into the downwelling patterncharacteristic
of caseA.
Implicationsfor mantle dynamics.Althoughthe modelcalculationslackmuchof the complexityof the earth'smantle(forexample,
rheologicaldependencesanddiscontinuitiesfromphaseor compositionalchanges),severalfeaturesof the simulationsshow significant
similaritieswith variousaspectsof convectionin the earth'smantle.
The most striking feature of all three calculationsis that, even
thoughthe patternsand natureof convectionvarywith changesin
heatingmode, the dominantstyleof downwellingis consistentlyin
the form of long, linear sheets or slabs. Descendingslabs in the
earth'smantle have usually been thought to occur because the
lithosphericplates that become unstable and sink are rigid: the
temperature
dependenceof mantle-silicate
rheologyandthe relatively coolertemperatureof the lithospherewith respectto the mantle
would allow the slabs to maintaintheir planarstructureas they
penetrateinto the mantle.However, the resultsof this work show
that downwellingslabs or sheets are a naturaloccurrenceof the
dynamicsof three-dimensional
convectiveflow in a sphericalgeometry, even for a simpleNewtonianrheology.
The addition of temperature-dependent
rheology is certainly
importantin enhancingthe survivabilityof the downwellingsheets
by increasingtheirviscositymanyordersof magnitude(17). Wheth26 MAY 1989

er a temperature-dependent rheology is solely responsible for maintaining the planar structure of subducting plates by keeping them
rigid is another question. Viscosity increases with depth due to
phase or compositional changes, or from the dependence of rheology on pressure, tend to offset the effect of the temperature dependence by reducing the viscosity contrast between the mantle and the
slab. An actual subducting slab may also be too thin (roughly 100

Fig. 3. Representative
resultsfor caseC, in whichthe sphericalshellis half
heated from below and half internallyheated. (A) Contours of radial
velocity,as describedin Fig. 1. All colors appearin this framebecausethe
upwelling and downwellingvelocities are comparable.(B) Contoursof
constantentropy,as describedin Fig. 1. (C) Three-dimensional
surfacesof
constantentropy.Surfaceswith similarshapeto those in Fig. 1 arevisibleat
warmerisentropesbecausethe mean entropy is higher as a resultof the
internalheating.
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km compared to a 40,000-km global circumference) to resist a
mantle flow that might act to deform it into something other than a
sheet. Finally, a rheology that is only dependent on temperaturemay
actually prevent the formation of descending slabs since it leads to a
rigid, stagnant lid at the upper thermal boundary layer which is
decoupled from the rest of the flow (17, 18); this is less like the earth
than the constant viscosity case. Subducting slabs probably occur
because other Theologicaleffects, such as strain-softening and lubrication by water and sediment (19), counteract the influence of
temperature-dependent viscosity.
Although the importance of variable viscosity cannot be disregarded, our calculations show that sheetlike downwellings occur for
a simple rheology and for any heating mode. Thus, one of the most
salient features of plate tectonics-subducting, descending slabs-is
a robust and fundamental property of the basic fluid dynamics of
three-dimensional convection in a spherical shell. These results
suggest that oceanic trenches and the descending lithospheric plates
they delineate are an integral part of global mantle circulation.
The model results also show that with basal heating, upwelling is
in the form of cylindrical plumes. Mantle plumes and their surface
expressions as hotspots have traditionally been thought to reflect the
effects of temperature-dependent rheology, arising as secondary
instabilities in the hot, low viscosity thermal boundary layer at the
base of the mantle (20). They are also perceived to be essentially
decoupled from the large-scale flow that drives the plates and hence
are reference points against which plate motions may be measured
(21). The simulations of this study suggest that cylindrical mantle
plumes, rather than a secondary instability, are the only form of
upwelling from the base of the mantle. However, a temperaturedependent rheology is important in accounting for the narrowing of
mantle plumes and thinning of the lithosphere at intraplate hotspots. These results also imply that the active upwelling portion of
mantle convection is at least a whole-layer phenomenon.
In contrast, upwelling sheets that might be associated with midocean ridges do not occur in any of the cases that have some
component of heating from below. In addition, hotspots do not in
general coincide with mid-ocean ridges. The model results thus
indicate that mid-ocean ridges are not a consequence of active
upwelling from the deep mantle. This interpretation is in agreement
with the hypothesis that the upwelling beneath ridges is a shallow
and passive response to the tearing of tectonic plates under the pull
of sinking slabs (22). Concentrated linear regions of shallow upwelling and extension do not appear in our models because they
probably require a rigid lithosphere to act as a stress guide for the
tension supplied by the slabs, and a brittle-fracture or plastic
rheology to give sharp or discontinuous features of extensional
strain. Hotspots that do occur along mid-ocean ridges (for example,
Iceland) either may have catalyzed the initial weakening of the
lithosphere leading to a rift, or were possibly drawn to the spreading
regions because the thinner lithosphere facilitated the heat transport
of the plumes.
This picture of thermal convection in the mantle, as indicated by
the numerical solutions, is supported by various geophysical observations. Considerable evidence suggests that after the cold, dense
lithosphere subducts, the resultant descending slab becomes an
integral part of circulation throughout the mantle. Benioff zones are
regions of high seismicity that delineate sinking slabs to a depth of
approximately 670 km (23, 24). The focal mechanisms of earthquakes near the bases of Benioff zones are characteristicof compressional deformation, implying that the 670-km discontinuity (a sharp
transition region in seismic velocity attributed either to a phase or to
a compositional change) hinders further slab penetration (24, 25).
However, recent analyses of seismic travel-time anomalies (wherein
a seismically fast, and presumably cold, heterogeneity such as a slab
954

is identified because travel times for waves that traverse the slab
along its plane are shorter than those for waves that travel perpendicular to its plane) provide evidence of slab penetration into the
deep mantle (26). Seismic tomography has shown that a ring of
seismically fast and presumably cold material occurs beneath subduction zones around the Pacific and extends into the deep lower
mantle (27); both gravity and seismic analyseshave shown that there
is an associated depression of the core-mantle boundary (28, 29).
These data imply that the descending slabs are at least felt at the base
of the mantle even if they do not reach the core-mantle boundary
(30). The ringlike geometry of the Pacific downwelling closely
resembles the configuration of downwelling sheets in all three
model calculations.
Both seismic and gravity data support the concept of mantle
upwelling indicated by the models with some component of basal
heating. The relation of long wavelength geoid anomalies and
seismically slow mantle heterogeneity with the worldwide distribution of hotspots suggests that mantle plumes are active upwellings
from the lower mantle (29-31) and are, therefore, part of the
mantlewide circulation. Alternatively, seismic tomography shows
that seismically slow and presumably hot regions beneath mid-ocean
ridges do not extend deeper than about 350 km into the mantle
(32); these data are consistent with our models and suggest that the
upwelling beneath ridges has a shallow origin. In addition, ridges
have a negligible geoid signature (29-31), which suggests that they
are isostaticallycompensated. Because active upwelling would necessarily create dynamicallysupported topography, and hence a considerable geoid signature, the ridges are not the result of active
upwelling (22).
The geophysical evidence that the upwelling beneath ridges is
passive has led some investigators to argue that most, if not all, of
the heating of the mantle is internal (33). Our results suggest that
the ridges are passive not because the mantle is only heated from
within but because the active upwelling characteristic of basal
heating is occurring elsewhere, at the mantle plumes.
Our model calculations are successful at accounting for the
geometry of the upwelling and downwelling currents of mantle
convection, and therefore the morphology of the divergent and
convergent features of plate tectonics. However, without further
rheological complexity, these models cannot address the occurrence
of the tectonic plates themselves or the motion along transform
faults. Both phenomena could probably result from a laterally
heterogeneous viscosity in the mantle (which results from the
dependence of silicate rheology on temperature, pressure, and
stress) or nonviscous behavior in the lithosphere (for example,
brittle fracture and plasticity) (34). The study of three-dimensional
spherical convection with more realistic rheologies is the next major
step in the dynamic modeling of the earth's mantle.
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